
REDI BENCH® - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED

The Redi Bench is designed to be installed exclusively with Tile Redi® shower pans (known as Redi Base®, 
Redi Trench®, Wonder Drain®, WonderFall Trench®, Bathtub Replacement™, Redi Free®, and Redi Your Way®) 

using the Redi Flash® flashing system.
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1. Install the Redi Bench frame between the shower 
base footprint and the shower wall framing. Either 
wood or metal framing may be used as required by 
local building codes. The Redi Bench framing (the 
framing height is based on personal preference, but 
it is usually a height of 18”) should be installed along 
the appropriate side of the shower base so that it will 
be butted up against the splash wall of the shower 
base. The bench framing will then need to be securely 
attached to the shower floor substrate, and the 
shower framing on the three sides of the Redi Bench. 
The Redi Bench framing will need to be level because 
the Redi Bench is already designed with a slope so 
the seat of the bench will drain into the shower.

2. Install your Tile Redi shower pan according to the 
instructions. Using a level, ensure that the pan is level 
left to right, and front to back along the splash walls. 
Also make sure the pan is level left to right along the 
curb. 

3. Install the Redi Flash flashing system along the 
splash walls of the shower pan. Apply a bead of 100% 
silicone to the top of the Redi Flash flashing that runs 
along the splash wall alongside the bench frame.
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4. Apply Loctite PL Premium construction adhesive to 
all surfaces of the bench frame which are in contact 
with the Redi Bench when it is placed in the frame 
(i.e., the top of the frame and the vertical frame studs 
above the splash wall.) Then, install the Redi Bench 
by securely placing the Redi Bench on the framing 
so it is in contact with all the seat and leg support 
areas containing Loctite PL Premium construction 
adhesive. Press the Redi Bench firmly onto the Loctite 
PL Premium construction adhesive on the bench 
frame and hold it securely in place for approximately 
30 minutes. After placing the bench frame wipe clean 
any excess silicone.

5. Install the Redi Flash on the top of the 3 splash 
walls of the Redi Bench in the same fashion that the 
Redi Flash was installed on the shower base splash 
walls. 

6. Install Redi Wall boards or other shower backer 
board and water proofing in accordance with the 
manufacturers instructions and the standards 
established by the Tile Council of North America. 
Seal and waterproof joints between Redi Wall or 
other backer board and the shower pan splash walls 
using Redi Flash®, Redi Sealant™, or 100% silicone. 
If you are not using Redi Wall and Redi Sealant, 
it is recommended to use a membrane or liquid 
applied waterproof product in addition to the Redi 
Flash or 100% silicone. Allow the mortar bed to 
dry in accordance with the instructions of mortar 
manufacturer prior to wall system installation.
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7. Adjust the height of the drain as necessary to 
accommodate the floor covering. Set your tile 
using a white modified thin-set/tile mortar and 
a notched trowel as specified by the thin-set/tile 
mortar manufacturer based on your tile size. Tile 
Redi recommends the modified thin-set/tile mortar 
products found in table below. 

 
Tile the rest of the 
shower.

Tile Redi Approved Modified Thin-sets/Tile Mortars

MAPEI Ultraflex LHT White MAPEI Large Format Floor and 
Wall White CBP Prolite White

MAPEI Ultraflex 1 White MAPEI Porcelain Tile White CBP Flexbond White

MAPEI Large Tile and Stone 
White MAPEI Ultraflex LFT White TEC Ultimate 6 Plus 487 White

CALIFORNIA PROP 65 WARNING: This product contains one or more chemicals, including Chromium, known to the State of California to cause cancer 
and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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